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Abstract: Sound symbolism refers to the systematic and iconic relationships between sounds and
meanings. While the research on this topic is growing rapidly, one issue that is understudied in the
literature is whether segments in psycholinguistically salient positions (e.g., word-initial position)
exhibit stronger sound–symbolic effects. We report two experiments that, together, show Japanese
speakers are more sensitive to the sound–symbolic values of segments in initial syllables, whereas
English speakers, rather surprisingly, are more sensitive to the sound–symbolic values of segments in
final syllables. This cross-linguistic difference is intriguing, and we believe it opens up opportunities
for future experimentation.
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1. Introduction

How (in)direct is the relationship between sounds and meanings? It is safe to say
that this question is almost as old as how far back we can track the intellectual his-
tory of human beings: Plato deals extensively with this topic in the dialogue Cratylus
(Harris and Taylor 1989). Therein, two thinkers present arguments from two different
points of view—one in which the relationships between sounds and meanings are com-
pletely arbitrary and only socially determined, and the other in which the relationships
between sounds and meanings can be systematic and intrinsic. Socrates sides with the latter
view, suggesting that words are tools to represent meanings and that tools should generally
be shaped in such a way that they can serve their purposes; therefore, it only makes sense
that the sounds of the words represent what they mean in one way or another. They list
several concrete cases of sound–meaning correspondences, such as [a] being large, [i] being
small, and [o] being round, which, as it turns out, would be corroborated by modern
psychological research with robust experimental methodology about 2500 years later.

The very debate presented in Cratylus has been repeatedly discussed in various guises
throughout the history of human intellectual development. However, modern linguistic
theories in the 20th century were more or less dominated by Saussure’s (1916) influential
dictum that the relationships between sounds and meanings are in principle arbitrary, per-
haps with the exception of “marginal” vocabulary items such as onomatopoetic expressions.
Saussure (1916) actually raises this notion of arbitrariness as the first principle of natural
languages. To boil down the argument by Saussure, if the relationship between sounds and
meanings were fixed, and then human languages should use the same sound sequences
to denote the same meaning, the logical consequence would be that all languages should
use the same word to represent the same object, which is obviously wrong from an em-
pirical perspective. Since different languages use different sets of sounds (phonemes) and
have different sets of phonotactic restrictions, this logic cannot be taken at face value (see
Styles and Gawne 2017, for a related discussion); nevertheless, it is also true that different
languages use widely different sets of names to denote the same object. Hockett (1959) is
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another influential work, fostering this idea that sound–meaning relationships in human
languages are arbitrary. They take this arbitrariness as one of the design features of human
languages, which distinguishes them from other animal communication systems. It is safe
to say that the arbitrariness of the relationships between sounds and meanings had been
taken for granted by most if not all linguists in the 20th century.

While the principle of arbitrariness appears to be an important feature of natural
languages, there are cases in which some sounds do systematically evoke some particu-
lar meanings, patterns that are generally known as “synaesthetic sound symbolism” or,
more simply, “sound symbolism”. To borrow the definition from the existing literature,
Hinton et al. (1994, p. 4), for example, define synaesthetic sound symbolism as “the pro-
cess whereby certain vowels, consonants, and suprasegmentals are chosen to consistently
represent visual, tactile, or proprioceptive properties of objects, such as size or shape” (for
an almost synonymously defined term “phonaesthesia”, see Berlin (2006, p. 26)). In the rest
of this paper, we use the term “sound symbolism” for the sake of simplicity. Perhaps one of
the most well-known cases of sound symbolism is, as Socrates already pointed out in Craty-
lus, that [i] is known to represent smallness in various languages. The English diminutive
suffix <-y> (as in <dog> and <doggy>) is a typical example. A cross-linguistic survey by
Ultan (1978) shows that this connection between [i] and smallness seems to hold in the lexi-
con of various languages (see also Alderete and Kochetov (2017) as well as Blasi et al. (2016)
for more recent and more extensive cross-linguistic studies). An experimental work by
Sapir (1929), which is now generally considered to be a classic experimental study in this
research domain, famously shows that the nonce word mil tends to be judged as smaller
than the nonce word mal by native speakers of English and possibly by native speakers
of Chinese as well. The emerging observation is that while languages constitute a system
that can connect sounds and meanings in arbitrary fashions, there exist some systematic
relationships between sounds and meanings. Such relationships are often referred to as
sound symbolism.

The influence of Saussure was rather substantial in modern linguistic theories, and,
hence, sound symbolism tended to be considered a marginal phenomenon at best. However,
recent studies in psychology, linguistics, and cognitive science reveal increasingly more
cases of sound–symbolic connections that seem to hold across many different languages.
We are now witnessing a surprisingly fast-growing body of studies on this topic (see
Nielsen and Dingemanse (2020) for some quantitative data on this research trend). We
believe there are a number of reasons behind these growing interests. The first reason is the
simple realization that the Saussurian dictum of arbitrariness was too strong, since as we
carefully examine the lexicon of several languages, we seem to observe interesting patterns
of systematic sound–meaning relationships (see Winter and Perlman (2021) for an excellent
demonstration of this point), which can also be replicated with studies using nonce words.
This means that the fundamental architecture of linguistic knowledge, as envisioned by
Saussure and their followers, missed something important.

The second reason is that these sound–symbolic relationships make phonetic sense
(Ohala 1994). For example, sounds with high-frequency energy (e.g., [i] having high second
formant values and high tones having a high fundamental frequency) tend to be associated
with smallness, which follows from the physical law that a small vibrator/resonator emits
high-frequency sounds. Thus, studying sound symbolism may shed light on the issue of
how phonetic considerations, both in terms of articulation and acoustics, may influence the
linguistic knowledge that speakers of many languages have (Kawahara 2020). Third, there
is also a very influential idea, proposed and developed by Imai and Kita (2014), that sound
symbolism contributes to language-acquisition processes to a non-trivial degree. Words with
sounds that in some way or another represent their meanings are easier to learn, and such
words may potentially help bootstrap the initial phase of language-acquisition processes.
The role of sound symbolism has been demonstrated both for first-language acquisition
(Maurer et al. 2006) as well as for second-language acquisition (Nygaard et al. 2009).
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Fourth, there is conjecture that iconic vocalizations may have been the source of
the origin of human languages (Perlman and Lupyan 2018). For example, a study by
Perlman and Lupyan (2018) shows that English speakers can produce iconic vocalizations
to distinguish 30 different meanings that can be inferred by other native speakers of
English to a level that is much higher than mere chance level. A follow-up study by
Ćwiek et al. (2021) shows that the same vocalization can be understood by people from
25 different linguistic and cultural backgrounds. These studies raise the possibility that
iconic vocalizations, which are likely to be precedents of sound–symbolic patterns, entailed
a pre-modern form of human languages (see, also, related proposals by Berlin 2006 and
Haiman 2018).

For the reasons briefly reviewed above, it is safe to say that sound symbolism now
forms a central topic for general linguistic inquiry. Bodo Winter, in their Abralin talk,
goes so far as to argue that iconicity, of which sound symbolism is an example, is one
of the design features of human languages, contrary to what Hockett argued in 19591.
Reflecting this research trend, there are now a handful of review articles on this topic,
each written from a slightly different perspective. See, for example, Dingemanse et al.
(2015) and Lockwood and Dingemanse (2015). Kawahara (2020), which is itself a review
article on sound symbolism, contains a list of the other overview articles written as of 2020.
The above-mentioned talk by Bodo Winter also offers some review of the state-of-the-art
research in this domain.

Positional Effects in Sound Symbolism

With this theoretical background in mind, we zoom in on a particular sound–meaning
relationship to address a question that is understudied in the literature. The sound–
symbolic meanings that we explore in this paper are that obstruents tend to be judged
as hard, whereas sonorants tend to be judged as soft (Kawahara et al. 2005; Sidhu et al.
2022; Uemura 1965; Uno et al. 2022). Obstruents include plosives/stops (e.g., [t]), frica-
tives (e.g., [s]), and affricates (e.g., [ts]) and are defined as sounds for which the in-
traoral air pressure arises so greatly that spontaneous vocal-fold vibration is impossible
(Chomsky and Halle 1968). Sonorants, on the other hand, include nasals (e.g., [n]), liquids
(e.g., [r]), and glides (e.g., [j]), for which the air flow is not too obstructed in the oral cavity
for spontaneous voicing to naturally occur. It has been shown by some previous work that
obstruents tend to be judged to be harder than sonorants. Kawahara et al. (2005), expand-
ing upon an old observation by Uemura (1965), used an experimental method and found
that Japanese speakers judge nonce words with obstruents to be harder than those with
sonorants (see also Kumagai et al. 2022 and Uno et al. 2022 for related sound–symbolic con-
nections in the context of expressions of food texture). A recent study by Sidhu et al. (2022)
also identified a systematic relationship between sonorants and softness by native speakers
of English. We make use of this well-established sound–symbolic relationship to address a
particular issue that we believe is under-studied in the literature.

The issue that we would like to address in the paper is positional effect (Kawahara 2020):
psycholinguistically speaking, segments in different word positions have different degrees
of psycholinguistic prominence, such that it would not be surprising if sounds in particular
word positions may have more salient sound–symbolic meanings. In particular, segments in
the word-initial position play an eminent role in lexical access (see e.g., Hawkins and Cutler
1988 for an overview). For example, when speakers recall only a part of a word (the “tip of the
tongue” phenomenon), the most successful cue to recall the entire word is the initial syllables
(Browman 1978). In a phoneme-monitoring task in which listeners are asked to detect whether
or not there was a particular phone, response times are faster for segments in word-initial
syllables than for segments in non-word-initial syllables (Mattys and Samuel 2000). Segments
in initial syllables are, therefore, psycholinguistically more important than segments in other
syllables.

Moreover, as we look at the phonological systems of many languages, segments
in word-initial positions are privileged in several ways (e.g., see Beckman (1998) for a
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review). For example, languages tend to allow more segment types in initial syllables than
in non-initial syllables. Initial syllables often trigger vowel-harmony patterns, determining
the overall vowel quality of the whole words. Initial syllables are also known to attract
segments and other suprasegmental properties, such as tone and stress. Therefore, given the
psycholinguistic and phonological privileges of initial segments, it would not be surprising
if word-initial segments exhibit salient sound–symbolic meanings. Some studies have
explored this question in the context of sound symbolism, but more case studies seem to be
warranted, a gap that we would like to address.

Kawahara et al. (2008) deployed a sound–symbolic connection between voiced obstru-
ents and dirtiness, which is known to hold rather robustly in Japanese, and demonstrated
that voiced obstruents evoked more dirty images in the word-initial position than in the
non-word initial position. Adelman et al. (2018) analyzed about 37,000 words from five
different languages (English, Spanish, Dutch, German, and Polish) and demonstrated that
word-initial sounds are a good predictor of the valence values of these words. On the
other hand, Haynie et al. (2014) found sound–symbolic values to be salient in prominent
positions (segments at word edges). McGregor (1996) explored the sound–symbolic values
of root-final consonants in Gooniyandi. It, thus, seems important to us to pin down more
precisely the positional effects on sound symbolism with more case studies. Given the
robust body of evidence reviewed above that segments in initial positions are both psy-
chologically and linguistically privileged, our initial expectation was that sound–symbolic
values are stronger in initial syllables than in non-initial syllables.

2. Experiment 1
2.1. Method

In this experiment, native speakers of English and Japanese were presented with
disyllabic nonce words and were asked to judge how hard they sound. In some words,
obstruents appear in the initial syllables, whereas in other words, obstruents appear in the
non-initial syllables. The general prediction we initially had was that nonce words should
be judged harder when obstruents appear in the initial syllables.

Following the spirit of the open-science initiative in linguistics (see Winter 2019), the
raw data and the R markdown files are made available at the following Open Science
Framework repository2. This folder contains the relevant data for both Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2.

2.2. Stimuli

For both English and Japanese, the stimuli were disyllabic nonce words. In one
condition, the nonce words started with obstruents, and the second syllables had sonorant
onsets. In the other condition, the nonce words started with sonorants, and the second
syllables had obstruent onsets. The lists of the stimuli appear in Table 1 (those for English
speakers) and Table 2 (those for Japanese speakers)3. For the stimuli in Japanese in Table 2,
we added a word-final <n> (usually transcribed as a uvular nasal, [N]) so that all the
stimuli would be perceived as nonce words; otherwise, it was very difficult to find a set of
disyllabic sequences that would be considered as non-existing words by Japanese speakers.
In contrast, we did not add a final consonant for the English stimuli because that would
make the final syllable heavy and, hence, more likely to receive stress. Stress, however,
would make final syllables more prominent than otherwise, and that would introduce a
layer of confound, which we wished to avoid. The choice of obstruents was the same across
the two languages; the choice of sonorants differed slightly between the two languages in
that <r> is used for English, whereas <j> is used for Japanese. This was necessitated by the
need to make all the stimuli nonce words. Within each language, the vowel quality was
controlled between the two conditions.
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Table 1. The list of stimuli for English speakers (Experiment 1).

Obs-Son Son-Obs

pami mapi
pini nipi
puri rupi
tami mati
tini niti
turi ruti

kami maki
kini niki
kuri ruki

Table 2. The list of stimuli for Japanese speakers (Experiment 1). Note that <j> represents a palatal
glide, not a post-alveolar voiced affricate. <n> is usually transcribed as a uvular nasal [N].

Obs-Son Son-Obs

pamon mapon
panon napon
pajon japon
toman motan
tonan notan
tojan jotan

kumun mukun
kunun nukun
kujun jukun

2.3. Participants and Procedure

A total of 68 native speakers of English and 109 native speakers of Japanese par-
ticipated in this study. The study was administered online using SurveyMonkey. The
participants all read through a consent form approved by the authors’ institution. The
consent form for English speakers made it clear that only data from native speakers would
be analyzed; in addition, a post-experimental question asked whether they are a native
speaker of English. All Japanese speakers were from regions in or near Tokyo. The task of
the experiment was described as follows:

Imagine you are working for a food company. Your team is going to produce
some new brands of snacks to be exported to other countries. The snacks are
ready for production, but you have not decided on their names. So, your boss
asks your team to come up with several names that may match the images of
the snacks you are producing. There are several examples of names already, and
your present task is to judge the images evoked by each name. Now, you are
going to judge how hard or soft each name sounds.

The stimuli were presented as katakana orthography to Japanese speakers, as this is
the standard orthographic system used to represent nonce words. The stimuli for English
speakers were presented orthographically as well, although both groups of speakers were
encouraged to read the stimuli in their minds before making a judgment, with an accent
(high pitch for Japanese and stress for English) on the initial syllables rather than on the
final syllables4. English speakers were also told that the final <i> is not to be read as
a diphthong (i.e., [ai]) but rather as a monophthong ([i]), as that would make the final
syllable heavy. The order of the stimulus items was randomized for each participant by
SurveyMonkey.

Before the main trials, the participants were provided with one practical trial, with
<yusi> for English speakers and <hasin> for Japanese speakers. The participants were
presented with each nonce word per trial and were asked to judge how hard each nonce
word sounds using a five-point Likert scale in which higher values were harder. The
experiment usually took about 15 min.
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2.4. Statistics

Since the responses were obtained using a Likert scale, we fit a mixed-effects ordinal
logistic regression with participants and items included as random intercepts. The inde-
pendent variables are the type of initial segments (obstruents vs. sonorants) and language
(English vs. Japanese); random slopes for speakers were also coded for the initial segments.
If the initial segments evoked stronger sound–symbolic meanings, and if obstruents were
associated with the image of hardness, obstruent-initial stimuli (those in the left columns of
Tables 1 and 2) should be judged as harder. If this pattern were to hold both in English and
Japanese, the interaction term should not be substantial.

2.5. Results

Figure 1 summarizes the results in the form of violin plots. Each transparent dot
represents an average hardness rating from each participant. Each violin represents a
normalized probability distribution of these averages. The thick red dots represent the
grand average for each condition. The left facet represents the results from English speakers
and the right facet those from Japanese speakers. Within each facet, the left violin shows
the ratings of the obstruent-initial items, and the right violin shows the ratings of the
sonorant-initial items.
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The results from the Japanese speakers are as expected from the results of previous
studies. To the extent that obstruents evoke harder images, and to the extent that initial
segments are more important than non-initial segments (i.e., onset consonants in non-
initial syllables), obstruent-initial words should be judged as harder. The English pattern
seems to indicate the opposite pattern, however. Indeed, the interaction term of the ordinal-
regression model shows a significant effect (beta = −1.31, z = −2.94, p < 0.01). The main effect
of the initial consonant type was also significant in that sonorant-initial items generally
tended to be judged as harder at the baseline level (beta = 0.76, z = 2.38, p < 0.05). The
language difference was not significant at the baseline level (beta = −0.15, z = −0.44, n.s.).
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2.6. Discussion

The pattern of the Japanese participants accords well with our initial prediction.
Obstruents evoke hard images; if word-initial segments (i.e., onset consonants in word-
initial syllables) play a prominent role, then obstruent-initial words should be judged as
harder. The pattern exhibited by the English speakers, alternatively, is puzzling. At this
point, there are two possibilities to explain this unexpected pattern observed in Experiment
1: either (1) English speakers may find sonorants to be harder than obstruents, or (2) English
speakers may find onset consonants in final syllables to sound symbolically more important
than those in initial syllables. The next experiment was designed to tease apart these
two possibilities.

Whichever explanation is on the right track, we find this cross-linguistic difference
(i.e., the significant interaction term in the statistical model) to be intriguing. We based our
hypothesis on the assumption that the salience of sound–symbolic values has its root in the
psycholinguistic prominence of initial segments (onset consonants in initial syllables in this
case), which should hold regardless of whether the target language is English and Japanese.
This cross-linguistic difference, therefore, raises many new questions—to the extent that
there are cross-linguistic differences in positional effects in sound symbolism, how different
can languages be? What is the source of positional effects in sound symbolism? Can they
be independent of the psycholinguistic prominence of particular syllables? These questions
are highly intriguing but addressing them is beyond the scope of the paper.

3. Experiment 2

To tease apart the two possibilities discussed above, we compared disyllabic nonce
words that consist of only obstruent onsets with those consisting of only sonorant onsets. If
the first possibility—that sonorants tend to be judged as harder by English speakers—is on
the right track, then the second set of stimuli should be judged as harder.

3.1. Stimuli

The list of stimuli for Experiment 2 is listed in Table 3. Nine items were included in
each condition. Note that the second syllables, unlike those in Experiment 1, are heavy
syllables, but we judged this to be non-problematic because, in this experiment, we were
not interested in the difference between the first and second syllables5.

Table 3. The list of stimuli for Experiment 2 (English speakers only).

Obs-Obs Son-Son

popoi momoi
pepei memei
papai mamai
totoi nonoi
tetei nenei
tatai nanai

kokoi loloi
kekei lelei
kakai lalai

3.2. Participants and Procedure

A total of 44 native speakers of English completed the online experiment adminis-
tered using SurveyMonkey. The other details of the experiment are identical to those of
Experiment 1, except that the practical trial used <yasoi>.

3.3. Results

Figure 2 shows the results, again in the form of violin plots. We can observe that
the items with obstruents were judged to be harder than those with sonorants and that
this difference was statistically robust (beta = −1.57, z = −4.41, p < 0.001), a result that is
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compatible with a recent study by Sidhu et al. (2022). This result indicates that it is not the
case and that English speakers find sonorants to be harder than obstruents.
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3.4. Discussion

Recall that Experiment 1 left two possibilities open: either English speakers tend to find
sonorants as hard, or English speakers find onset consonants in the last syllables to be more
important than those in the initial syllables. Experiment 2 shows that the first possibility
is not a viable explanation of Experiment 1, as English speakers do find obstruents to be
harder than sonorants. Taken together, then, we are left with the conclusion that for English
speakers, the onset consonants in the final syllables are more important than those in the
initial syllables, at least in the context of judging the hardness of nonce words.

One limitation of this study is that since we used disyllabic words, we were not able to
tease apart the difference between final syllables and non-final medial syllables. Whether or
not we observed a tripartite distinction between the initial, final, and medial syllables is an
interesting topic that is worthy of further experimentation. Another limitation of the study
is the fact that we used orthography to present the stimuli, and it would be interesting to
replicate the current experiments with auditory stimuli only.

4. General Discussion

As reviewed in the introduction, there seems to be no doubt that exploring sound-
symbolism connections in natural language offers important insights into the nature of
the linguistic systems of human languages, and, as such, we are witnessing a surprisingly
fast-growing body of studies on this topic. We attempted to contribute to this enterprise
by addressing a gap that is under-studied in the literature—a positional effect. Since we
know from previous psycholinguistic studies that segments at different word positions
have different degrees of importance in terms of lexical access, it would not have been
surprising to observe a positional effect in sound symbolism.

The current study took the sound–symbolic relationship between obstruents and hard-
ness as its empirical target. Experiment 1 found that Japanese speakers judged obstruent–
sonorant sequences to be harder than sonorant–obstruent sequences, which is just as
predicted, if Japanese speakers find consonants in initial syllables to be more important
when deciding on the sound–symbolic values of nonce words. However, Experiment 1,
unexpectedly, found the opposite results for English speakers. Experiment 2 confirmed that
English speakers find obstruents to be harder than sonorants. Taken together, we conclude
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that English speakers find onset consonants in the final (or non-initial) syllables to be more
important when calculating sound–symbolic values. This result was rather surprising,
given that we know that initial syllables are psycholinguistically prominent and also given
that we ensured that the participants placed stress on the initial syllables rather than on
the final syllables. As puzzling as it is, we find this cross-linguistic difference to be highly
interesting (and novel, to the best of our knowledge).

While we can only offer some post hoc speculative remarks regarding the behavior of
English speakers, which went against our initial expectation, one possible interpretation
of this result is due to recency effects (Gupta 2005; Gupta et al. 2005)—sounds that occur
more recently stay more clearly in the memory. If English speakers were more susceptible
to recency effects than the psycholinguistic prominence of the initial syllables, that may
explain the behavior of English speakers. We fully admit, however, that this hypothesis is
merely speculative and raises a new question of why English speakers, and not Japanese
speakers, were sensitive to recency effects.

Another admittedly speculative hypothesis is that in some sense, final syllables are
prominent in English. For example, in hypocoristic-truncation patterns, the final syllables,
rather than the initial syllables, can survive truncation, as in <Beth> from <Elizabeth>
and <Bert> from <Albert>. Syllabic sonorants, as in those words such as <kitten> and
<little>, are found in word-final positions but not in word-initial positions. However,
the phonological strengths of the final syllables in English are not well-established in the
literature, to the best of our knowledge, and this explanation too is post hoc. We would like
to make it clear here that whatever explanation we may come up with is going to be post
hoc, which has to be tested with a new experiment.

Our results open up possibilities for future experimentation. First, we should extend
the coverage of target languages beyond English and Japanese. A lesson that arises from
the current study is that we may be able to find a language in which final syllables are
phonologically strong. If the second hypothesis entertained above is on the right track, the
prediction is that they should behave like English speakers. Second, we should explore the
positional effects in sound symbolism by making use of different sound–symbolic patterns;
for example, we could deploy other well-studied sound–symbolic relationships, such as
those between obstruents and angularity; sonorants and roundedness; [a] and largeness;
[i] and smallness; [o] and roundness, etc. (see Westbury et al. 2018 for a comprehensive
review). At this point, we have no reasons to expect that different sound–symbolic patterns
should show different patterns of positional effects, but this question can only be answered
through actual empirical studies. Finally, we can explore whether a finer distinction (e.g.,
initial vs. medial vs. final) holds in terms of the force of sound–symbolic values. It would
also be important to explore potential task effects on the found pattern; for example, it
would be interesting to test whether the same patterns would hold when the stimuli are
presented purely auditorily. While we acknowledge that many questions are left open,
we hope to situate the current study as a non-trivial stepping stone for future work on
positional effects in sound symbolism.
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Notes
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1ETw21oCGE&t=6s (accessed on 4 July 2022).
2 https://osf.io/s2ngc/?view_only=930c5db2193942f9a7fe62c8e8f53137X (accessed on 4 July 2022).
3 An anonoymous reviewer asked if we should be concerned that <tini> may resemble existing words such as <tiny> or <teeny>.

Since the current experiment was about hardness judgment rather than size judgment, we believe that it is not too much of a
concern.

4 An anonymous reviewer asked if non-linguistically informed Japanese participants were able to follow this instruction, as most
Japanese speakers are not conciously aware of how the pitch-accent system in their language works. Nevertheless, this is not too
much of a concern, as it is very unlikely that nonce words receive an accent on the final syllables in Japanese (see Kubozono 2006).
In case of English, disyllabic nouns are usually pronounced with a stress on the initial syllables. We made this clear to the
participants by presenting an example, <water>, before the practice session. Therefore, we assume that English-speaking
participants could easily put a stress on the initial syllables.

5 By making the second syllables heavy, we also hoped to direct the participants’ attention to vowel quality differences in the final
syllables, although we have no way of knowing whether this actually worked. This, however, is tangential to the main question
that we would like to address in this experiment.
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